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Abstract:
Locating and re-examining the model minority myth from inside the Asian immigrant family,
Ingratitude views the nuclear family as a microcosmic capitalist enterprise. Its emphasis on the
model minority myth provides much needed critical vocabulary that can account for the
relationship between Asian immigrant labor and Asian American literary and cultural
production. As Ingratitude is heavily theory-based (drawing on feminisms, post-structuralism,
psychoanalytic theories, etc.), its sentence structures and vocabulary are particularly complex.
To produce a decent translation in Chinese, the translator needs to search for Chinese
expressions that may serve as counterparts of the original, and sometimes even has to coin new
words and phrases in Chinese to approximate the meanings and nuances of the source language.
In this way, this translation project is not just working between two languages but also among
several languages, in terms of the theories engaged in Ninh’s work. While striving to be
faithful to Ninh’s expressions, the translator makes minor alterations and adds explanatory
notes to render the Chinese edition more accessible to the readers in Taiwan. This presentation
will discuss several concerns in translation studies, such as fidelity, domestication, intercultural
mediation, communicative equivalence, and so forth.
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